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Introduction

Many of the roughly 33 million stroke survivors worldwide per 
year1 do not recover completely, so that stroke is one of the 
leading causes of disability.2 Upper-limb hemiparesis is the 
most prevalent consequence in stroke survivors3 with enduring 
and disabling effects, causing negative impact on quality of life 
and independence. One approach aiming to facilitate motor 
recovery after stroke is mental practice with motor imagery 
(MI). The theoretical foundation of this approach is the neural 
simulation of action theory,4 which states that executing and 
imagining the same movement involves similar, overlapping 
networks. Hence, mental practice with MI may help prevent 
nonuse driven cortical reorganization, and facilitate compensa-
tory reorganization such that in the long run, motor functions 
improve. Indeed, a number of studies using mental practice 
with MI as an add-on to physical therapy suggest that MI sup-
ports recovery of upper-limb functioning,5-9 resulting in long-
lasting behavioral improvements.9

A more recent development is the combination of MI train-
ing with online neurofeedback (NF). This development is 
closely linked to the notion that feedback in combination with 

high-intensity task-specific practice is essential for the facilita-
tion of adaptive cortical reorganization.6 Accordingly, NF 
should help to induce adaptive neural plasticity and thereby 
contribute to restoring lost motor function.10 Several studies 
indicate that MI training in combination with NF can indeed 
induce positive changes at behavioral, functional, and struc-
tural levels.11-15 At least 1 study provides clear evidence that 
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Abstract
Motor imagery (MI) with neurofeedback has been suggested as promising for motor recovery after stroke. Evidence suggests 
that regular training facilitates compensatory plasticity, but frequent training is difficult to integrate into everyday life. Using a 
wireless electroencephalogram (EEG) system, we implemented a frequent and efficient neurofeedback training at the patients’ 
home. Aiming to overcome maladaptive changes in cortical lateralization patterns we presented a visual feedback, representing 
the degree of contralateral sensorimotor cortical activity and the degree of sensorimotor cortex lateralization. Three stroke 
patients practiced every other day, over a period of 4 weeks. Training-related changes were evaluated on behavioral, functional, 
and structural levels. All 3 patients indicated that they enjoyed the training and were highly motivated throughout the entire 
training regime. EEG activity induced by MI of the affected hand became more lateralized over the course of training in all three 
patients. The patient with a significant functional change also showed increased white matter integrity as revealed by diffusion 
tensor imaging, and a substantial clinical improvement of upper limb motor functions. Our study provides evidence that regular, 
home-based practice of MI neurofeedback has the potential to facilitate cortical reorganization and may also increase associated 
improvements of upper limb motor function in chronic stroke patients.
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functional changes are more pronounced when MI is combined 
with NF as compared with MI without NF.16 Moreover, concur-
rent acquisition of electroencephalogram (EEG) NF and func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in healthy 
individuals validated systematic NF effects on cortical activa-
tion patterns.17

The effectiveness of neurorehabilitation training regimes 
such as MI NF is difficult to evaluate, in particular because 
most approaches are technically demanding, and all of them 
require frequent, regular practice. The latter issue is of particu-
lar importance for stroke victims, because frequent laboratory 
or hospital visits place a large burden on motor impaired indi-
viduals. Without experiencing immediate training effects this 
effort may negatively impact on a patient’s training motivation. 
Recently developed small and wireless EEG systems may help 
overcome this problem. They are portable and low in cost,18,19 
perform on par with nonportable EEG systems,20 and soon, NF 
protocols will be available on smartphones.21

We investigated whether home-based, frequent MI EEG-
based NF training is feasible. Specifically, we examined 
whether chronic stroke patients can stay motivated over a 
4-week training period. In addition, we wanted to know whether 
they experience NF as helpful for MI training. We designed the 
MI NF protocol to facilitate stronger cortical activity in the 
ipsilesional than in the contralesional hemisphere in response 
to MI of the paretic hand. Frequent, high-intensity MI NF 
should result in systematic behavioral, functional, and struc-
tural improvements. To assess training effects, the home-based 
training was framed by detailed laboratory-based assessments 
of motor functions, high-density EEG, structural as well as 
fMRI, and by diffusion tensor imaging of the corticospinal tract 
(CST).

Methods

Participants

Three individuals with restricted mobility of one upper limb 
were recruited through a newspaper advertisement (please refer 
to the Results section for demographic and clinical characteris-
tics). Inclusion criteria were a first-ever, unilateral vascular 
event, which was at least 6 months ago, and caused permanent 
motor impairments in the contralesional upper extremity; MRI 
compatibility; absence of major cognitive deficits as screened 
with the Mini-Mental Status Examination (MMSE <25); and no 
depressive symptoms as screened with the Geriatric Depression 
Scale (GDS <5). Participants gave written informed consent. 
The local ethics committee of the University of Oldenburg 
approved the study.

Motor Imagery Neurofeedback Training

The training sessions were carried out at the patients’ home, in 
the presence of an instructor (CS). They comprised an MI 
EEG–based NF session every other day, including weekends, 
for a period of 4 weeks. Cases P20 and P21 completed 14 and 

case P22 completed 13 training sessions. Fluctuations of time 
of day when the training was conducted was kept as minimal as 
possible (SD <2.5 hours). Each session lasted 60 minutes, of 
which the pre- and postpreparation of the EEG and question-
naires took approximately 25 minutes. The actual MI training 
lasted approximately 30 minutes, comprising 3 blocks of 
roughly 8 minutes each with 4-minute breaks in between. Each 
of the 3 blocks was composed of 20 right- and 20 left-hand tri-
als, which were pseudo-randomly presented using OpenVibe 
Designer 0.17.1.22 Participants were instructed to imagine the 
kinesthetic sensation of a power grip from the first-person per-
spective. The MI task interval lasted for 5 seconds, was cued by 
a fixation-cross 3 seconds before, and was followed by an 
intertrial interval of 4.5 to 6 seconds in steps of 0.5 seconds 
(see Figure 1). During the intertrial interval, participants had 
the opportunity to initiate a 10-second break via a foot pedal 
(Supplemental Methods).

EEG was recorded from 24 scalp sites using a small, wire-
less, head-mounted amplifier (mBrainTrain; Supplemental 
Methods). In the first block, no NF was given and acquired 
EEG data were used to derive the necessary parameters for 
real-time NF delivery in the second block (Supplemental 
Methods). Similarly, data acquired in the second block served 
as calibration for the NF in the third block. In blocks 2 and 3 
during the 5-second MI interval real-time NF was provided. 
The NF protocol developed was based on the observation that 
chronic stroke is characterized by abnormally strong contrale-
sional sensorimotor activation patterns.23,24 The aim of the 
training was therefore to restore original cortical lateralization 
patterns toward a stronger contralateral than ipsilateral activity 
when MI is conducted with the affected limb. In order to 
achieve this, the NF signal consisted of a 2-dimensional visual 
display (see Figure 1). A ball moving along the vertical and 
horizontal axis indicated the degree of contralateral event-
related desynchronization (ERD) and the degree of ERD later-
ality, the difference between contra- and ipsilateral ERD, 
respectively (see Figure 1). The exact position of the ball was 
determined by the classification of spatially weighted logarith-
mic band-power features in the range of 8 to 30 Hz. Additionally, 
EEG data were analyzed offline (Supplemental Methods).

Training Evaluation

Before and after the 4-week MI EEG-based NF training, upper-
limb motor performance was assessed using a modified version 
of the Fugl-Meyer motor assessment (mFMA).25 and spasticity 
in the wrist and elbow joints in extension and flexion evaluated 
using a modified version of the Ashworth scale (MAS).26 Each 
test was applied to both the affected and the unaffected hand, 
where the latter served as a control condition. A certified phys-
iotherapist (CS) carried out all motor assessments. To investi-
gate possible experience-driven functional and structural 
changes of task-specific neural networks a high-density EEG 
session and a MRI session were scheduled before and after the 
training. The high-density EEG session comprised one block of 
attempted movement (AM), one block of MI and one block of 
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MI EEG-based NF, using the same movement and NF proce-
dure as in the home-based sessions. The MRI session included 
diffusion weighted imaging as well as structural and functional 
neuroimaging. EEG and MRI data acquisition parameters are 
provided as Supplemental Methods. The fMRI session com-
prised one AM and one MI block. For the fMRI session, the 
inter-trial interval was extended to 5 to 9 seconds, with steps of 
1 second, in order to account for the hemodynamic delay, and 
stimulus presentation was controlled with Presentation soft-
ware (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, NY, USA). To evalu-
ate the MI training, AM-induced fMRI and EEG activity were 
analyzed and diffusion tensor imaging analysis conducted. 
Moreover, we performed lesion mapping. Detailed processing 
steps are provided in the Supplemental Methods. Every session 
participants were asked to rate the perceived intensity of MI 
and the support of NF on a 5-point Likert-type scale as well as 
their motivation on a visual analogue scale. Additionally, com-
ments made spontaneously by the patients were recorded.

Primary and Secondary Outcome Measures

The primary outcome measure, motor function, was assessed 
with the mFMA and the MAS. In addition, various 

secondary outcome measures were investigated. Functional 
changes were evaluated with MI-induced ERD, AM-induced 
ERD and AM-related sensorimotor BOLD (blood oxygen 
level dependent) activity. Structural changes were quanti-
fied by means of fractional anisotropy (FA) of the CST. 
Subjective ratings on motivation and task characteristics, 
average low-density classification accuracies and patient’s 
comments were jointly considered to judge the feasibility of 
the MI NF training protocol. All primary and secondary out-
come measures were assessed and evaluated separately for 
each patient.

Results

Case 1

P20 was a 71-year-old right-handed retired woman with a 
right-sided ischemic lesion of the Pons (see Figure 2A). Time 
since vascular event was 7 months. Lesion size was 0.37 cm3 
and lesion-CST overlap was 0.30 cm3, which corresponds to 
2.12% of the CST size. Her initial mFMA score was 52 show-
ing only minor deficits in fine motor skills and minor resistance 
in wrist and elbow extension resulting in an MAS score of 2 in 

Figure 1. Trial structure and relationship between the 2-dimensional neurofeedback (NF) display and motor imagery (MI)-induced brain 
activity. The trial structure is illustrated exemplary for a right-hand trial. Each trial was initiated with a fixation-cross and after a delay of 3 
seconds a graphic comprising 3 different shades of blue was added. Onset of the graphic indicated the beginning of the task period (duration 
5 seconds). The location of the graphic indicated which hand to use. During the NF blocks a white circle resembling a ball moved along 
the horizontal (green arrow) and vertical (orange arrow) axes according to the classifier output magnitudes. Trials were followed by a 
fixation dot, resulting in an intertrial interval of 4.5 to 6 seconds. The relationship between the position of the ball and the MI-induced brain 
activity at the time point of the dashed vertical line is illustrated on an exemplary event-related desynchronization (ERD) time course. The 
horizontal ball position is determined by the classification of MI contralateral (blue) versus ipsilateral (red), as illustrated by the green arrow. 
The vertical ball position is determined by the classification of contralateral baseline (“B”) versus contralateral MI, as illustrated by the 
orange arrow.
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her left, nondominant hand. Besides the minor motor deficits of 
the upper limb, P20 did not show additional motor impair-
ments. Self-report revealed an unsteady gait, which was not 

obvious by observation. After the intervention, her mFMA 
score was 59 and her MAS score 0. P20 was medication free 
during the study.

Figure 2. Lesion characteristics and secondary outcome measures P20. (A) Individual lesion map (green) overlaid onto anatomical (Johns 
Hopkins University [JHU] White-Matter Tractography Atlas) ipsilesional corticospinal tract (CST) (blue) and contralesional CST (red). The 
axial slices depicted correspond to z = 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25 in MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) space. (B) Diffusion tensor imaging-
based reconstruction of individual ipsilesional (blue) and contralesional (red) CST fibers illustrated in the sagittal view. (C) Event-related 
desynchronization (ERD) related to motor imagery (MI) of the affected hand over the training period. Time course of relative power in 
% induced by MI averaged for the first 3 (left) and last 3 (right) trainings sessions. Means for the ipsilesional hemisphere are visualized 
in blue and for the contralesional hemisphere in red. The first gray-shaded area indicates the time window of fixation-cross onset, and 
the second gray-shaded area indicates the time window of MI. The 2 vertical lines indicate the interval (0.5-4.5 seconds) used to extract 
the lateralization parameter (contralateral-ipsilateral ERD) illustrated in the middle. Data from the 2 neurofeedback (NF) blocks were 
averaged. (D) Topography of ERD induced by attempted movement (AM) of the affected hand before (top) and after (bottom) the MI 
training assessed with high-density EEG. (E) Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) activity (left) and averaged fractional anisotropy 
(FA) values (right) measured before and after the MI training. fMRI blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) activity during AM extracted 
from ipsilesional (blue) and contralesional (red) anatomical region of interests. Brodmann areas 1, 2, 3, and 4 were regions of interest 
(colored circles, solid lines) and Brodmann areas 17 and 18 were control regions (open circles, dashed line). FA values were extracted from 
individuals contralesional (blue) and ipsilesional (red) CST fibers. (F) Motivation scores obtained on fMRI, high-density (HD) EEG and low-
density (LD) EEG sessions. Regression lines are fitted for the LD EEG sessions.
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P20 had a strong ERD during MI of the affected hand, but at 
the beginning of the training this ERD was stronger on the con-
tralesional side than ipsilesionally. This reversed activity pat-
tern of stronger contralesional than ipsilesional activity is 
typical for chronic stroke patients and has been described as 
detrimental.23 Over the training period, the lateralization of the 
ERD for MI of the affected hand (ipsilesional-contralesional) 
changed significantly (bootstrapping 1000; P < .01) toward a 
stronger ipsilesional than contralesional activity (see Figure 
2C). Pre- and posttraining high-density EEG showed a similar 
reversal of laterality of the ERD during AM (Figure 2D). 
Moreover, AM induced stronger lateralization of sensorimotor 
fMRI BOLD activity after the MI training as compared with 
before the MI training (Figure 2E). The increased lateralization 
was attributable to both an increase in ipsilesional and a 
decreased contralesional activity. These functional changes 
were accompanied by structural changes: The difference in 
white matter integrity between the ipsilesional and the contral-
esional CST decreased, due to an increased FA in the ipsile-
sional CST and decreased FA in the contralesional CST (Figure 
2E). P20 was highly motivated throughout the study, motiva-
tion scores showing a positive trend despite slight fluctuations 
(bootstrapping 1000; P > .1). Overall, she rated the MI as mod-
erately intense and the MI NF as providing little support. 
Spontaneously, she said, that during the MI “. . . something in 
my hand was working” and “. . . my hand got warm, because 
my imagination was so strong.” For both NF dimensions, high 
single trial classification accuracies were obtained across all 
training sessions (contralateral ERD, M = 88.79%, SD = 3.48%; 
ERD laterality, M = 80.39%, SD = 5.55%).

In summary, motor assessment revealed a clinical relevant 
increase in mFMA scores and a decrease in MAS scores. 
Moreover, all functional imaging measures revealed increased 
lateralization during MI and AM of the affected hand. Functional 
changes were paralleled by structural changes toward a more 
balanced white matter integrity between left and right CST.

Case 2

P21 was a 51-year-old right-handed man, who was unemployed. 
He suffered from a right-sided basal ganglia hemorrhage 30 
months before participation in this study. The size of the lesion 
was 6.29 cm3 and the overlap between lesion and CST was 1.92 
cm3 or 14.1% of the size of the CST (Figure 3A). His initial 
mFMA score was 10 resulting from residual shoulder and elbow 
function and he showed severe spasticity in his paralyzed wrist 
and elbow joints leading to an MAS score of 8. The stroke 
resulted in a motor hemiparesis, also causing motor impair-
ments of the lower left limb, although the patient was able to 
walk unaided. After the intervention, his mFMA score was 11 
and the MAS score 7. P21 was medication free during the study.

Overall, the ERD induced by MI of the affected hand, when 
compared with the ERD of P20 and P22, was of medium 
strength and in most training sessions ipsilesional ERD was 
stronger than contralesional ERD. Over the course of MI train-
ing, the ERD lateralization increased, although this increase 

was not significant (bootstrapping 1000; P > .1, see Figure 3C). 
Moreover, P21 showed strong intraindividual variability in 
ERD lateralization across MI sessions. A pre-post comparison 
of high-density EEG activity of AM indicated stronger ERD 
after the training (Figure 3D), while retaining a comparable 
level of ERD lateralization. On the other hand, sensorimotor 
fMRI activity induced by AM was slightly increased after the 
training in the ipsilesional hemisphere, but remained unchanged 
in the contralesional hemisphere, resulting in a small increase 
in lateralization (Figure 3E). White matter integrity of the con-
tralesional CST was also unchanged between the pre- and pos-
tassessment, FA of the ipsilesional CST was found to be 
minimally decreased after the MI training (Figure 3E). P21 was 
highly motivated throughout the study with motivation scores 
showing a positive trend (bootstrapping 1000; P > .1). Overall, 
he rated the MI as intense and said spontaneously “. . . a warm 
flow in the hand.” and “. . . a tingling in my hand, as if someone 
strokes the skin with a brush.” The NF was rated as very sup-
portive and spontaneously described as “Great to see: I moved 
something!” and “This spurs me on!” For both NF dimensions, 
moderate single trial classification accuracies were obtained 
across all training sessions (contralateral ERD, M = 63.51%, 
SD = 5.53%; ERD laterality, M = 69.03%, SD = 4.33%).

In sum, behavioral outcomes indicate a minor increase in 
mFMA scores as well as a small decrease in MAS scores. MI 
induced an ERD of medium strength, which fluctuated largely 
over the course of training. The small changes observed on 
functional and structural level are not necessarily facing the 
same direction.

Case 3

Participant P22 was a 56-year-old man, retired since the vascu-
lar event. He was diagnosed with an ischemic, left-sided infarc-
tion of the medial and anterior cerebral arteries resulting in 
right-sided hemiparesis (Figure 4A), that is, on his premorbidly 
dominant side. The lesion size was 125.63 cm3 and the lesion-
CST overlap was 1.31 cm3 or 9.64% of the size of the CST. The 
stroke occurred 55 months prior to onset of the study. His initial 
mFMA score was 3 resulting from residual shoulder function 
and his MAS score was 8, showing severe motor deficits and 
high spasticity in his wrist and elbow joints. He was able to 
walk independently despite the lower limb paresis. Furthermore, 
he showed an aphasia, which did not affect his understanding 
or performance of the tasks. Following the intervention, his 
mFMA and MAS score were unchanged. P22 was on medica-
tion during the study (Supplemental Material).

During MI of the affected hand, P22 showed a strong ERD, 
which was in all training sessions stronger over the ipsilesional 
hemisphere than over the contralesional hemisphere. During 
the training, a trend for significantly increased MI-induced 
ERD lateralization (bootstrapping 1000; P < .06) could be 
observed (Figure 4C). In contrast to MI, AM of the affected 
hand was related to a very small, hardly visible, ERD (Figure 
4D). No changes in AM-related ERD strength or lateralization 
between the 2 different times of measurement were observed, 
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although fMRI sessions revealed increased sensorimotor 
BOLD activity for both hemispheres (Figure 4E). In line with 
fMRI changes, increased FA could be observed for both CSTs 
(Figure 4E). P22 was highly motivated throughout the study, 
although his motivation seemed to be higher in the first half 
(bootstrapping 1000; P > .1). On average, he rated the MI as 
intense and the NF as supportive, spontaneously he said, “The 
feedback blocks are less effortful than the blocks 

without feedback.” For both NF dimensions, good single trial 
classification accuracies were obtained across all training ses-
sions (contralateral ERD, M = 78.19%, SD = 8.57%; ERD lat-
erality, M = 75.47%, SD = 3.98%).

Taken together, no changes in motor function, as assessed 
by the mFMA and MAS, could be observed. MI of the affected 
hand was related to strong ERD, whereby the ERD lateraliza-
tion increased over the course of training. AM induced only a 

Figure 3. Lesion characteristics and secondary outcome measures P21. As Figure 2, but (A) shows the axial slices corresponding to z = 47, 
52, 57, 62, and 67 in MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) space.
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very subtle ERD and BOLD activity, however while ERD 
remained unchanged, fMRI activity was found to be increased 
after the MI training. On the structural level, an increase in 
white matter integrity was found.

Discussion

We examined the feasibility of conducting long-term MI EEG-
based NF training at 3 stroke patients’ homes and explored 

possible improvements on upper limb motor functioning. The 
protocol was employed in 3 chronic stroke patients with differ-
ent lesion types and residual movement capacity. Training 
effects were evaluated by detailed motor assessment. Moreover, 
several secondary outcome measures were applied, including 
MI-induced ERD, AM-induced ERD, fMRI BOLD activity, 
and structural changes of CST white matter integrity. Over the 
course of MI EEG-based NF training, a remarkable increase in 
EEG lateralization during MI of the affected hand was observed 

Figure 4. Lesion characteristics and secondary outcome measures P22. As Figure 2, but (A) shows the axial slices corresponding to z = 90, 
94, 98, 102, and 106 in MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) space.
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in 1 patient (P20), with a smaller, yet nonsignificant increase in 
the other 2 patients (P21, P22). In 1 patient (P20) the EEG lat-
eralization increase was accompanied by an increased lateral-
ization of fMRI activity, a rebalanced CST integrity and 
improved motor abilities.

A key primary objective of this study was to investigate the 
feasibility of this training regime and identify potential prob-
lems of regular home-based MI NF training for stroke patients 
with chronic motor impairments. Specifically, we expected 
potential disturbances in executing the training due to daily life 
demands, the cognitive demands of this NF implementation 
and potential interferences of the home-based setting on EEG 
recording quality. Overall, we noted a very positive response to 
the training. Comments that were made spontaneously by 
patients indicated that they liked the training and the challenge 
associated with it. Moreover, they did not report adverse effects 
of the EEG application and did not struggle with the demand-
ing training regime. All 3 individuals were very motivated, 
cooperative, and able to perform MI and to process the NF. 
Although this observation seems to be consisted across several 
patient characteristics, for example, age and severity of motor 
disabilities, future investigations need to evaluate the applica-
bility of this NF protocol for stroke patients with cognitive 
deficits. Moreover, as evaluated by visual inspection of the 
EEG raw data, good EEG data quality was obtained at the 
patients’ homes. Taken together, this provides solid evidence 
that frequent home-based MI NF training in patients with 
chronic motor disabilities is feasible.

Over the course of training, changes in cortical activation 
related to MI of the affected hand were observed on a descrip-
tive level in all 3 patients. Specifically, an increase in lateraliza-
tion was evident. Increased activity in sensorimotor regions of 
the contralesional hemisphere related to movement attempts of 
the paretic limb has been frequently documented after  
stroke.11,23,24,27-31 Moreover, the resulting reduction in cortical 
lateralization has been related to poor recovery.23 Along the 
same lines, shifts in laterality toward an increased ratio of 
ipsilesional to contralesional sensorimotor cortex activity have 
been related to changes in behavioral performance.11,32 In our 
study, the patient with the strongest change in lateralization 
over the course of the training also showed significant motor 
improvement. In addition, ERD and fMRI BOLD activity 
induced by AM were more lateralized after than before the 
training. Finally, white matter integrity of the ipsilesional and 
contralesional CST were less distinct after the training. These 
functional and structural changes accompanied clinically rele-
vant improvement of motor functions. In the absence of a con-
trol group we cannot argue for a causal relationship between 
MI NF training and the observed functional, structural, and 
behavioral changes, but our results clearly suggest that the 
employed training contributed to adaptive reorganization and 
motor recovery in this case. To which extent the observed 
recovery-related changes are due to the MI NF training, physi-
cal therapy or other factors remains speculative. For the 2 more 
severely affected patients, the training resulted only in changes 
on the descriptive level and no behavioral improvement could 

be observed. It is conceivable that the necessary amount of 
training to achieve clinically relevant changes is related to the 
degree of motor impairment. It could also be argued, that due to 
location and size of the lesion, or the overlap between lesion 
and CST, those patients are less likely to benefit from this type 
of training. However, all patients had preserved CST fibers and 
were able to imagine the instructed movement and both aspects 
seem necessary for MI training to be effective. Moreover, it is 
conceivable that a flexible training regime that is to some 
degree adapted to each patient leads to stronger improvements. 
Individually tailored training may include individualized hard-
ware and software, for example, EEG caps33 and NF parame-
ters,34 as well as an individualized training plan, which 
comprises not only the frequency of training but also the time 
of day at which it is conducted, the type and modality of NF 
and the imagined movement.

The main objective of the pre-post measurements was to 
investigate in depth the effects of home-based MI NF train-
ing. Particular emphasis was placed on evaluating the effects 
of MI NF training on the neural signatures of AM using high-
density EEG and fMRI. Broadly speaking, the cortical later-
alization of movement-related activity assessed during the 
training sessions, pre-post fMRI and pre-post high-density 
EEG did not only yield converging results. Some discrepan-
cies might originate from differences between MI and AM, 
differences in hemodynamic and electrophysiological record-
ings and normal variation that occurs between sessions. 
Regarding the first of these 3 aspects, MI was practiced dur-
ing the training sessions and transfer effects on AM were 
evaluated in the pre-post comparison. Yet MI and AM activa-
tion patterns differ to some degree,35 hence care should be 
taken when comparing the neuronal correlates of the training 
sessions and the pre-post measurements. The rehabilitative 
potential of MI training depends, among other factors, on a 
better understanding of the transfer from mentally practiced 
movements to overt physical performance. On the second 
aspect, we recently revealed a clear and consistent dissocia-
tion between hemodynamic and electrophysiological signa-
tures regarding motor execution- and MI-induced cortical 
lateralization using concurrent EEG-fMRI and EEG–
functional near-infrared spectroscopy recordings.17,36,37 These 
indicate that lateralization patterns obtained in one imaging 
modality cannot be easily transferred to a second independent 
imaging modality, which may contribute to the dissociation 
between fMRI BOLD activity and ERD measures obtained in 
the present investigation. Among others, this illustrates how 
important multimodal neuroimaging studies are to develop a 
comprehensive picture of functional recovery. In addition, the 
intra-individual variance that was evident in the training ses-
sions highlights the importance of permanent monitoring. 
Rehabilitation progress should be ideally assessed based on 
performance trends and not only on single sessions, such as 
pre-post comparisons, as the latter can be strongly influenced 
by intra-individual variance in performance. For these rea-
sons, direct comparisons between sessions and imaging 
modalities should be made cautiously.
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Conclusion

This work demonstrates for the first time that frequent home-
based MI EEG-based NF training is feasible in chronic stroke 
patients. First anecdotal evidence also indicates that our train-
ing regime has the potential to facilitate behavioral, functional, 
and structural changes. Future research will be required to opti-
mize the training regime and verify its effectiveness in a proper 
clinical trial study.
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